
Reversible harness Looping

Looping is a low weight reversal harness, comfortable and fully-fledged. The large rucksack has enough 
capacity for the whole equipment. Little extras optimise the storage capacity of the rucksack.

Conception

Looping is a comfortable and sportive reversal harness made for casual pilots as well as cross-country pilots. 
It is easily reversible from harness to rucksack and vice versa in only a few steps. Despite its low weight of 
only 3,6kg, Looping has a well-cushioned back part with integrated reinforcements, which ideally support 
the pilot’s back.

Features

Excellent seating comfort
Integrated rescue parachute container
Deployment bag with release handle
Colour-coordinated leg and breast closures
Large rucksack capacity
Light-weight, formfitting honeycomb seat board
Radio pocket integrated into shoulder belt
Anatomically suitable hip-belt
Rucksack has many attached straps to tie accessory (sticks, spurs etc.),
as well as a net to carry a helmet
Many small and large storage possibilities
Magnet holder for speed bar
Easily reversible

Technical data

Size Medium Large X-large
body height 160 - 175 cm 170 - 185 cm 180 - 195 cm
max. load 120 kg 120 kg 120 kg
harness weight 3,4 kg 3,6 kg 3,8 kg
suspension height 46 cm 48 cm 48 cm
seat board size (width front/rear x 
length)

33/38 cm x 36 cm 33/38 cm x 36 cm 33/38 cm x 36 cm

certification EN1651/LTF 91/09 EN1651/LTF 91/09 EN1651/LTF 91/09

The sizes given only are references, as the individually suitable size differs according to physique and 
personal preferences.

  Material



fabric
Ripstop Nylon 210 & 
Cordura

carrying straps 25 mm Polyester
leg and breast closures AustriAlpin Cobra
carabiner Finsterwalder Snap Lock
idley pulley AustriAlpin
seat board synthetic; honeycomb design

 

Questions & answers

How large is the rucksack capacity of Looping?

The rucksack capacityof Looping is large enough to carry the whole equipment (paraglider, harness, clothes, 
etc.) and there is an integrated net to carry the helmet.

I would like to use Looping not only for hike & fly tours - is it a fully-fledged harness?

Yes, absolutely. Regarding comfort and flight characteristics Looping is a reversible harness, which 
absolutely keeps up with the attributes of common harnesses. It is comfortable, has an airbag protector and 
many useful well-thoughtout details.

Do I need to handle a reversible harness with more care than a common harness?

It needs to be handled slighty more careful, yes. As the rucksack of a reversible harness is at the same time 
part of the airbag protector, you should take care of it in order not to damage the airbag during transport 
(cableway, airport etc.). Therefore this part of Looping is two-layered in order to protect the airbag.

Can I integrate my rescue parachute into the provided deployment bag with release handle?

Yes. The deployment bag meets current LTF requirements, thus is compatible with all common rescue 
systems (annular and cruciform parachutes).

Does the airbag already have a protecting function during take-off run?

The airbag protector of Looping fills up very quickly, thus provides protection already during take-off run. 
In order to optimise that protection, you can pre-fill the airbag simply by shaking it up before take-off.
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